
We all meet in the Commons:  The BRAIN Commons is a scalable, centralized 
neuroscience data commons for computational innovation and data driven discovery.

Brain Research and Innovation 
Network - BRAIN Commons 

In collaboration  with  the  Open  Commons  Consortium  and  the  University  of  Chicago,  CVB  is  building  the BRAIN 
Commons that will serve as a cloud-hosted data repository & computing platform to integrate existing knowledge 
and enable crowdsourced scientific inquiry. The BRAIN Commons allows researchers from around the world who 
have collected big data on trauma-related (PTSD & TBI) and other brain disorders to participate in a collaborative 
effort of data sharing and state-of-the art predictive analytics.

Notably, the BRAIN Commons will house all research data funded by CVB grant programs.

Because many current IT solutions cannot contend with scale and variety of data in our field, our BRAIN commons 
and user-friendly tools empower researchers to combine, interpret, and analyze vast and disparate data types from 
different sources with sophisticated visualization and analytics tools.

The BRAIN Commons will:

• Enable Data-Driven Accelerated Discovery through a Unified Data Repository.

• Simplify data sharing hurdles and provide easy-to-use visual, dynamic data tools to spark innovation.

• Be uniquely positioned to tackle traditional big data challenges such as capture, pedabyte storage, data curation, transfer, 
search, sharing, data-mining, security and information privacy.

• Enable the combining, interpreting and analyzing of vast and disparate data types, including imaging, genomic & biomic, 
wearable and sensor, and clinical data, from different sources with sophisticated visualization and analytics tools.

• Realize the potential of machine learning and predictive modeling.

• Safeguard and Protect Data Integrity and Access.

• Promote Collaboration across the Multidisciplinary Research Community.
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Through the BRAIN Commons,
CVB will accelerate data-driven discovery and overcome big data challenges that impede innovation. 

From this rich ecosystem, we aim to promote collaboration across the multidisciplinary research community.

In Partnership with:
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KnowledgeMapTM will revolutionize visualization and integration 
of complex knowledge: The KnowledgeMapTM will produce a 
blueprint for global PTSD and TBI research!

The Grandest Challenges Require All of Us: Cognitive City is a social network 
for researchers to engage in collaboration and discovery on a global scale.

KnowledgeMapTM 

The KnowledgeMap is  a  data-mining  and  visualization  tool that 

facilitates data exploration and discovery of the vast published 

literature.  It allows research to digest scientific information from 

1000s of papers in a matter of seconds versus years. With access to 

this comprehensive repository of scientific knowledge, researchers 

can develop hypotheses, make connections between isolated results 

and collaborate efficiently. To produce this robust tool, Cohen 

Veterans Bioscience is supporting scientific computing experts at 

the Fraunhofer Institute for Algorithms and Scientific Computing 

(SCAI) and Exaptive, Inc., in the development of digital tools that 

allow researchers to navigate the vast amount of data that has been 

produced in fields related to PTSD.

There is increasing agreement in the scientific community that the difficult 

problems we are trying to solve today will require collaboration across large 

teams of researchers. Our Cognitive City represents a new approach to data 

analytics aimed at facilitating innovation at a broader level.

As a collaborative effort between Cohen Veterans Bioscience and Exaptive 

Inc., the Cognitive Network™ platform will create an interconnected research 

community in which researchers can create interactive data applications that 

can analyze data collected in Cohen Veterans Bioscience’s BRAIN Data Commons.

Cognitive City

In Partnership with:

The KnowledgeMap makes connections between disparate 
observations and helps us identify gaps in understanding 
where new investments are needed
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